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VIEWPOINTS 
 

 1ST
 QUARTER 2018                               ADVISORY NEWSLETTER  

 

MARKET COMMENTARY                                     FREDRIC W. WILLIAMS 
 

The VIX ix Back… 
 

Similar to the refrain in a 1974 Elton John song from his Caribou album (albeit with a 

different noun in the title), where the genesis of that composition came from Bernie Taupin’s 

wife Maxine’s description of Sir Elton when he was in a less than pleasant mood, the 

recently dormant VIX (a measure of relative market volatility, also referred to as the “fear 

index”) burst into the new year with an entirely new “attitude”. Market turmoil early in the 

first quarter caused the VIX to triple in price by the end of January, while then settling in at 

the end of the quarter twice the level it was at when last year closed, very much in contrast to 

2017 where the index barely moved. 

 

What brought the somnolent VIX out of hibernation were a couple of economic factors, 

inflation and interest rates, which had remained relatively subdued for years, but whose 

coming to life will have wide ranging impacts in a number of areas – the biggest of which 

being consumer related. Also contributing to this uncertainty were the trade issues, which 

garnered the biggest headlines, but which may end up being more like the negotiating tools 

of school yard bullies trying to stake out their territory in the playground. 

 

Although telegraphed by the Fed for a while, the actual appearance of rising market interest 

rates (in addition to the choreographed Fed funds moves), along with indications of 

increasing inflation, became more apparent early in the new year, causing the markets to 

recalibrate what the broader implications could be for the economy and markets. And within 

these, the areas of greatest concern being the possible impact on consumer behavior, as well 

as with how the perception of elevated market multiples (i.e. price/earnings ratios) might be 

altered. 

 

The most direct correlation to economic activity is with what consumers do in the face of 

rising interest rates, given that personal spending by Jane and Joe Mainstreet represents two-

thirds of our gross domestic product. In the decade since the Great Recession we initially saw 

an explosion in personal savings from $440 billion to $1.4 trillion – but that has come back 

down to $400 billion as the costs for non-discretionary spending (food, energy, health care, 
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housing, etc) have risen at a rate that exceeded the consumers’ income, forcing the use of dis-

savings and credit card debt to cover the shortfall. The question now is will the recently 

passed tax cuts allow consumers to rebuild their balance sheets (via additional savings) and 

increase their spending – something which would be dependent on how the corporate tax cuts 

are put to use, and how rapidly interest rates rise for consumers. 

 
“Ultimately, the question is whether corporate tax cuts stimulate broader activity 

and whether companies decide increasing capital expenditures or hiring is a better use of 

money than shoveling it to shareholders. The early evidence is that they are buying back 

more shares and paying more dividends. Hiring and capital expenditure are the keys to 

watch. If consumers don’t fling their wallets open on this tax cut, there’s absolutely no 

incentive for the corporate sector to do anything other than buy back shares and increase 

dividends.” 
- Stephanie Pomboy, Macromavens 

 

How this plays out will determine the approach consumers take to dealing with the skeletons 

in their balance sheets – everything from rising credit card debt, to non-amortized student 

loans and variable rate mortgages. The tax cut may provide a one-time goose to personal and 

corporate P&Ls, but the more significant question is what the lasting impacts are, or are not, 

as some of the tax cuts and rate reductions begin expiring over the next 7-10 years.  

 

A more obtuse impact from rising interest rates is the downward pressure they have on 

market valuations, like the aforementioned price/earnings multiples. Among the factors for 

evaluating share prices is determining the value in today’s dollars of future earnings and 

dividends, which is done by applying a discount to those amounts based on what current 

interest rates are. For years as we’ve been in this period of abnormally low interest rates, this 

discount calculation valued future earnings almost as much as current earnings thereby 

allowing growth assumptions to expand the multiples investors were willing to pay for those 

shares. Rising interest rates, however, make those future earnings and dividends less valuable 

in today’s dollars – something which could reduce the multiples (of earnings, for example) 

that investors are willing to pony up to for growth that could be slowed by the rising cost of 

capital. Since above average multiple valuations represent a level of increased risk, 

perceptions of rising rates could lead to market volatility, as well as accompanying multiple 

compressions, even as the individual companies continue to perform profitably. 

 
“The businesses themselves may continue to be well run and deliver on expectations. 

But, if a portfolio is carrying too much risk in the form of premiums in prices, then a simple 

multiple contraction can quickly erase a chunk of corpus without the companies missing a 

beat. If value is ignored in favor of momentum at times of modest growth and the potential for 

rising rates, then ultimately the portfolio is subject to extraordinary downside risk. If the 

holdings are of quality and the multiples are monitored, then the volatility of price action will 

have less of a lasting long-term effect.” 
- Chase Hinderstein, The Wise Investor Group  

   

And as we’ve noted in the past, volatility is often times something to take advantage of, 

rather than run from. This recent bout of pricing turmoil has provided potential opportunities 

within  interest rate sensitive sectors that may have been oversold, such as consumer staples, 
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REITs, and utilities. So along with other equity-income oriented value investments there may 

very well be a “buy low” entry point for prudent, long-term investors. 
 
 

CAPITAL MARKETS OVERVIEW_____________________                      ___________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Domestic and Global Market Recap                       FRANCIS J. DAVIES, III 
 

Global financial markets started out 2018 with bond yields rising and stocks continuing their 

unprecedented run. In the US, the S&P 500 was riding a streak of 9 consecutive quarters of 

positive returns. After momentum from corporate tax cuts contributed to a first month gain of 

5.7%, market commentators were trotting out the January Barometer, which states that the 

market’s performance in January predicts the direction stocks will take in the full year.   

 

Then came February and a cold dose of reality. The case for elevated equity valuations relied 

on historically low interest rates. The tax cuts that fanned growth also exacerbated concerns 

of inflation leading to worries of aggressive rate boosts from the Federal Reserve and caused 

a spike in interest rates. The market dropped over 10% in two weeks, then reversed course 

and recovered most of the loss before dropping again. In March, the unnerving specter of a 

trade war between the US and China was added to the equation. 

 

When the quarter ended, the damage was minimal, considering the drama. The S&P lost 

0.8% (total return) for the quarter. Eurozone stocks also declined, with most of the drop 

coming in March. Italy had an inconclusive election and will need to form a new 

government, a process that Germany completed during the quarter. The UK had poorer 

results with the FTSE dropping 6.9% (3.4% in $US) with political uncertainty and weak 

economic forecasts discouraging buyers.  

      

Index Returns 

   

Equities 
Percentage Change 

for the 1st Quarter 

Percentage Change 

for the Year 

Annualized 10-Year 

Returns 

S&P 500 -0.76% -0.76% 9.50% 

Bloomberg Commodity 

Index -0.40% -0.40% -7.71% 

MSCI EAFE* -1.53% -1.53% 2.74% 

MSCI Emerging Markets* 1.42% 1.42% 3.02% 

FTSE NAREIT Equity 

REIT Index -8.20% -8.20% 6.37% 

Fixed Income    
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 

Aggregate Bond -1.46% -1.46% 3.63% 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 
Treasury Inflation-Linked 

Bond -0.79% -0.79% 2.92% 
 

Source: BlackRock, Bloomberg, FTSE™, NAREIT®. 

*Returns are calculated with net dividends in USD 
 

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual performance of any investment. Index performance returns 

do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
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Japanese equity markets fell 4.7%, impacted by the US move to increased protectionism as 

well as the unexpected change in the attitude of discussions on North Korea. Any reduction 

in regional tension would be welcome in Asia. The emerging markets fared better despite the 

increased volatility and trade friction. Brazil had a strong quarter while India equities lost 

value. 

 

As mentioned above, US Treasury yields rose markedly with the 10-year yield jumping from 

2.41% to a high of 2.95% in February, before ending March at 2.74%. The 5-year yield rose 

from 2.21% to 2.56% and the 2-year went from 1.88% to 2.27%. In a flight to safety, 

corporate debt underperformed government issues. Commodities saw weakness in industrial 

metals due to trade concerns on the fallout on global demand.  

 

Wall Street analysts are fond of extrapolating current conditions into the future. 

Unfortunately, economics is never that simple. The reintroduction of volatility can be healthy 

for the markets (if not for investors). The Fed did raise rates in March but did not indicate it 

would increase rates faster than expected. With risk free rates of returns increasing, equities 

will need support from fundamentals. 

 

Sector Overview            RICHARD “CHIP” HARLOW 
 

Volatility is back!!!! There is little doubt, and rather than just simply rotating into neglected 

market segments, the market is now enduring scary selloffs to correct imbalances. Some of 

the mega-cap Tech stocks (e.g. FAANG) that have led the market for so long are seeing their 

business practices under attack, especially Amazon.com and Facebook. But even with the 

recent selloff in some of the most well-known growth names, the only two sectors that posted 

a positive return during the quarter were Information Technology (+3.5%) and Consumer 

Discretion (+3.1%). 

 

Technology 

Technology was still the best-performing sector this quarter, gaining 3.5% vs. the S&P500 -

0.8%. This time around, the FAANG (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, & Google 

(Alphabet)) stocks have not led the way, and in fact some have seen dramatic selloffs.  

Technology is likely to remain at or near the top long into the future for several reasons. 

First, Tech is the only sector in the S&P 500 that gets more than 50% of its revenue from 

overseas, so it will benefit from the expected synchronized global growth. Second, all other 

sectors rely on new technologies to improve service and productivity, so Tech rides along 

with (and often drives) growth in all other sectors.  

 

Consumer Discretionary 

Consumer Discretionary started to outperform in December and has continued through the 

quarter with a YTD return of +3.1%. Tax reform is most likely a major driver.  

 

Growth as a whole continued its long run. Growth style outperformance, which has lasted the 

better part of 10 years, continued in the first quarter, based on the Russell style indexes. The 

top-performing sectors, technology and consumer discretionary, are both categorized as 

“growth” sectors, while value sectors including energy, financials, and utilities all lagged 
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(though financials only marginally). If Financials can get a foothold, that may bode well for 

Value. 

 

After a great start to the year, the increased volatility over the past two months has been 

slightly unnerving for many investors; witness the -11.7 drop from the S&P500’s intraday 

peak in late January to its trough in early February. There are plenty of negative narratives 

flying around, and for the moment they are giving rise to the dreaded climate of news-driven 

risk-on/risk-off trading, rising correlations, higher volatility and reduced equity exposures. 

 

But there is no denying the underlying strength in the global economy and the continuously 

improving outlook for US corporate earnings. Just because stocks were down in the 

quarter—and not by much—that does not mean that market fundamentals have deteriorated. 

 

While there are risks associated with protectionist U.S. trade policy, there should still be 

accelerating economic growth this year, in large part due to the effects of the new tax law, 

which could give earnings a significant boost. Still-contained inflation and low interest rates 

are supportive of stock valuations at current levels. Cyclical sectors should benefit, and if so, 

that would start the shift towards the value sectors of Financials and Basic Materials, as well 

as the growth sector of Consumer Discretionary.   
 

 

FIDUCIARY CORNER                                 STEPHEN L. EDDY  
 

Fiduciary Ruled 

 

The fiduciary rule just can’t seem to stay out of the news.  In March, the 5th Circuit Court of 

Appeals (which covers Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas), called the Department of Labor’s 

Fiduciary Rule “legally impermissible”, and overturned a lower Texas court decision which 

had upheld the rule.  The court felt the DOL had overstepped their bounds.  The 5th Circuit 

Court ruling came two days after the 10th Circuit Court of appeals (in a different part of the 

country) had, of course, upheld the rule.  This appellate court split means that federal law 

applies one way in one part of the country and is enforced differently in another part of the 

country.  This usually leads to the Supreme Court consenting to hear an appeal and make a 

final decision.   

 

Regardless of the outcome, the Trump Administration had already pushed out the deadline 

for implementation of the final steps to the rule, and because of the 5th Circuit Court ruling, 

the DOL has indicated they are suspending enforcement of the rule pending a final (Supreme 

Court?) decision.  Most brokerage firms and wirehouses are already partially compliant with 

the rule and have come to grips with the concept of becoming a fiduciary, or have made 

decisions to specifically avoid being fiduciaries.  Unlike those insurance and brokerage firms, 

Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) firms like Old Port Advisors are already regulated as 

fiduciaries.  We have always operated under the fiduciary concept of working in our client’s 

best interest.  So what happens now? 

 

On his website, nationally renowned ERISA attorney Fred Reish has posited “Assuming that 

the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals decision is the final word, the old 5-part fiduciary test will 
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automatically be reinstated”.  This test applies to advisors that provide retirement plans, 

participants and IRA’s with non-discretionary advice (discretionary advice falls under a 

different set of rules).  That test, whose fiduciary definition has been artfully avoided by most 

non-RIA’s for years, is as follows: 

 

As an advisor for retirement assets, you are a fiduciary if you: 

 
• Make investment or insurance recommendations for compensation; 

• Provide the advice on a regular basis; 

• Have a mutual understanding with the retirement investor that: 

• The advice will serve as a primary basis for investment decisions; and 

• The advice will be individualized and based on the particular needs of the 

retirement investor 

 

The more things change, the more they remain the same. 

 

PLANNING CONCEPTS         ___________________________________           _____________    
 

Why You Need a Will                             TRACY W. ROGERS                                                            
 

Recently we partnered with a local attorney to run an education seminar for a 401k client’s 

employees to discuss the basics of an estate plan and why it is needed no matter your life 

situation.   Many people think you do not need an estate plan if you are not “rich”.  This 

could not be farther from the truth – the REAL issue is what could happen if you do not have 

one.  Maine has very specific rules for the disposition of assets when one dies without a will 

(intestate).  We have highlighted in the past the basics of an estate plan and what each 

component accomplishes.   We will go over them again as a refresher and next quarter go 

into some of Maine’s intestacy law.   

 

Estate plans should include three important planning instruments: a durable power of 

attorney, health care proxy or advanced health care directive, and a will.   

 
Note: A trust may also be made part of your estate plan now or formed at death inside of your will.  Trusts can 

be used to avoid probate, manage your estate while you are still alive and after you are gone.  Trusts can also 

be used to protect assets from lawsuits, creditors and nursing homes. 

 

The Will 

A will is a legally binding statement directing who will receive your property at death.  If you 

do not have a will, the state determines how your property is distributed.  A will allows you 

to appoint an executor to carry out your wishes and allows you to name a guardian for minor 

children.   Your will covers your probate property only.  Many assets bypass probate - these 

would be include assets where you list a beneficiary (IRA, 401k, life insurance) or are jointly 

held property or accounts and property held in trust. 
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The Durable Power of Attorney (DPOA) 

A DPOA, unlike a regular power of attorney, allows the person you appoint to act in your 

place for financial and legal purposes when and if you become incapacitated.  In that case, 

the person chosen can step in and take care of your financial and legal affairs.  Without a 

DPOA, no one can represent you and the court appoints a guardian that it deems best.  This 

can take a considerable amount of time and money, and the judge may not choose someone 

you would have preferred.  Many attorneys consider this the most important part of the estate 

plan. 

   

The Advanced Health Care Directive 

Medical directives accomplish many different purposes, with the primary purpose being the 

appointment of someone to make health care decisions for you should you become 

incapacitated.  Additionally, it provides instructions for your agent to follow.  These 

instructions include what type of life support you will accept and for how long, and when 

you wish for them to withdraw life support.  

  

It is estimated that over 55% of people in the United States do not have a will.  Next quarter 

we will talk about what happens, or more importantly what could happen, when you die 

without a will.  Additionally, this may be a good time to double check beneficiaries and look 

at other accounts to see if transfer at death or survivorship designations can be placed on 

them.   

 
 

OPA NEWS & COMMUNITY EVENTS         

 

FRED WILLIAMS – Once again this year Mr. Williams was invited to attend Barron’s 

Top Independent Advisors Summit in late March, which included conversations and 

seminars surrounding the future of fiduciary industry, including how technology can be 

personalized, and featured a broad ranging conversation with the Winklevoss twins 

(Cameron & Tyler) that touched on their early social media presence at Facebook, rowing 

together in the Olympics, and their take on the cryptocurrency fascination. 
  

 STEVE EDDY – Steve has joined the Investment Committee for the Scarborough Land 

Trust. Founded in 1977, SLT is a private, non-profit, community-based organization, and has 

a rich history of people and community partners working together to conserve Scarborough 

land. Thus far they have conserved over 1,600 acres, including a 434-acre landmark farm in 

western Scarborough, lands along the renowned Scarborough Marsh, and the land and 

viewshed of the Winslow Homer Studio on Prouts Neck. More information can be found at 

http://scarboroughlandtrust.org/  
 

SAVE THE DATES: 
 

We’re entering the time of year when a variety of non-profit organizations begin their annual 

fundraising efforts so they can continue to enhance the fabric of our community. Although by 

no means complete, the events below are but a sampling of the organizations that our firm, 

employees, colleagues and clients are involved with, should you want to consider supporting 

their missions. 
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Bids for Kids - Benefitting Big Brothers Big Sisters of Southern Maine, will be held 

on Friday, April 27th at the Holiday Inn by the Bay with light dinner fare, and 

complimentary Shipyard beer. In addition, the positive effects of mentoring will be 

celebrated by recognizing the 2017 Matches of The Year. Details can be found at 

www.SoMeBigs.org   
 

Walk MS – The annual spring walk to benefit the MS society will take place on May 

5th at Southern Maine Community College starting at 9:00 AM. Participation provides 

help for today and hope for tomorrow through education, support, advocacy, and 

research funded by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society through its Greater New 

England Chapter. Details can be found at www.walkmam.nationalmssociety.org.  

 

Maine Coast Memorial Hospital’s 25th Annual Chef’s Gala – On Saturday, April 

28th, this year’s theme of Fire & Ice will include dining, dancing and fellowship to 

support their Foundation’s Breast Clinic and its outreach program to provide 

mammograms for those who cannot afford to pay. Additional information can be 

found at  https://emhsfoundation.org/mcmh-2018-annual-chefs-gala/  

 

Wayfinder School’s Annual Author’s Event – On Thursday May 10th at Hannaford 

Hall on USM’s Portland Campus, New York Times best-selling novelist, Claire 

Messud, joins Pulitzer Prize-winning author, Richard Russo, for a lively conversation 

about books, writing, and “all things literary.” The Author’s Reception is at 6:00 and 

the Conversation begins at 7:00 – additional information can be found at 

http://wayfinderschools.org/  

 

St. Lawrence Arts – On Thursday May 24th from 5:00 to 8:00 Munjoy Hill’s 

neighborhood arts center will hold its annual fundraiser with Allagash Brewery – this 

year to support the Friends of Fort Gorges. The event will feature music by Big Ass 

Rooster, food from Rosemont Bakery and craft beer from Allagash – additional 

information can be found at  http://www.stlawrencearts.org/index.html 

  

25th Annual Child’s Play Golf Benefit – The Dream Factory of Maine is celebrating 

its 31st anniversary of granting dreams to the children of Maine and is holding its 

Child’s Play tournament Friday June 1st at Sable Oaks and starting at 8:30 in the 

morning. The Dream Factory grants dreams for critically and chronically ill children 

nationwide, is based in Louisville, and has 2 chapters in Maine. Additional 

information can be found at www.dreamfactoryincmep.org.  

 

Maine Sports Hall of Fame Annual Induction Ceremony – On Saturday, June 3rd at 2:00 at 

The Collins Center for the Arts on the University of Maine Campus the MSHOF will 

celebrate its 43rd anniversary and welcome an inductee class that will include, amongst 

others, Patrick Dempsey from the Dempsey Challenge, Reagan Carey from the Olympic 

Women’s Hockey Team, and Dana Bullen from Sunday River. Tickets and additional 

information can be found at https://www.mshof.com/  

 

Fur Ball – On Friday night June 15th The Animal Refuge League of Greater Portland is 

throwing its annual benefit party at the remodeled Aura in downtown Portland (121 Center 
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Street). A night of food, drinks, and music – all to benefit their life-saving programs. Tickets 

and additional info can be found at http://www.arlgp.org/ .  
 

24th Annual Fore The Kids Golf Classic – Big Brothers Big Sisters of Southern 

Maine’s annual fundraiser will be held June 18th at The Woodlands Club. Additional 

information on this popular two-ball/best-ball event can be found at 

www.SoMeBigs.org. 

 

Center for Maine Contemporary Art “Art Party” – On Friday June 29th at their 

Rockland gallery, CMCA will be hosting its annual gala, and after party, to support 

its exhibitions and educational programming. More information can be found at 

http://cmcanow.org/  
 

Also, please feel free to visit our new website (www.oldportadvisors.com) as we continue 

our rebranding efforts and build out more of our online capabilities. 

Old Port Advisors was founded more than 20 years ago as Investment Management & 

Consulting Group (IMCG), with a vision to create a boutique independent investment 

management firm centered on the best interests of our clients. Our principles were simple 

and still ground us today: a values-driven, personalized, collaborative, and strategic 

approach to investing, wealth management, and fiduciary consulting. We changed our 

name to embark on the next 20 years, but our leadership and our calling remain. We’re 

excited to build on our past experience and success to deliver on our promise of building a 

secure future for our clients. 
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